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Montana gave birth to the 'Project'.
Can she figure out how to kill it?
Or will the rest of the world die?

Bonnie Calhoun

______________________________________________

Touched by Fire
Forces of nature wreak havoc around the world on a daily
basis. Tsunamis in the Indian Ocean and Japan, massive
earthquakes in China and Pakistan, a typhoon in Myanmar.
This helped to spawn the old-timer's mantra, "The weather has
never been the same since we went to the moon."
No one really pays attention to the weather.
No one but Montana Sinclair.
She poured her heart and most of her Air Force career into
creating a Project for measuring the magnetism encompassing
the Earth. She returns to that original duty assignment to find
the Project she thought was decommissioned, now has a "Top
Secret" classification, and the United States government has
been using it to control weather around the globe.
But something has gone horribly awry.
Montana discovers that someone else has taken control of the
Project, and is using it to wreak havoc on the United States, and
the strain on global harmonics is causing the tectonic plates
to shift.
Montana battles her inner demons, assassins, and catastrophic
weather in a bid to save the planet before it is irreparably
damaged.

I am a Bible Study teacher, Teen
Sunday school teacher, and the Choir
Director at my church. As a Google
certified Blog*Star, I dispense advice for
problem resolution on the
Google/Blogger Help Boards for those
using the Blogger platform.
As the Director of the Christian Fiction
Blog Alliance , I organize 220+ member
blogs that tour on the CFBA Blog to
market the latest in Christian fiction.
I am also the Owner/Publisher of the
Christian Fiction Online Magazine, a
premiere ezine for readers and writers
of Christian fiction featuring some of
the best authors in the ECPA/CBA as
columnists and feature writers.
I am the designated Northeast Zone
Director for the American Christian
Fiction Writers (ACFW).
I participate in the Greater Philadelphia
Christian Writers Conference teaching
workshops on blogging and Marketing,
Publicity, and Promotion. I have plans
to develop a brand "feel the beat?"
where my readers will know that I
deliver heart pounding action and
adventure.
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